Subject: Group Leaders' Meeting - 21 July 1958
To: Group Leaders and Associate Group Leaders
From: C. W. Farr
Date: 30 July 1958


Agenda:
1. ADC Meeting
2. SDC Trip
3. SUBIC
4. Account Numbers
5. Staff Recruiting
6. BOMARC et al
1. **ADC Meeting**

   Fallows reported on meeting last week at the ADES Project Office to collect information and organize a presentation to be made this week to Headquarters USAF relating to transistorized FSQ-7 and FSQ-8 computers -- two prototypes are proposed, one for ESS systems tests and one for SDC program checkout -- the SDC prototype would need to be sufficiently complete to perform functions equivalent to the Santa Monica FSQ-7 and the Grandview DC.

2. **SDC Trip**

   Brown reported on his trip with Ogden and Parkins to SDC to arrange working procedures and to establish Parkins as Lincoln liaison representative resident at Santa Monica. Parkins is Lincoln representative on the Disposition Committee which will determine priority of changes and will operate from Santa Monica.

3. **SUBIC**

   Farr read a inquiry from Richmond to Everett requesting comments on a SUBIC communication. Israel requested the communication sent to him.

4. **Account Numbers**

   Farr distributed a memorandum assigning additional account numbers to Division 6 for Cape Cod equipment and SABRE and to other Divisions for other items.
ACTION

5. Staff Recruiting

Farr summarized discussions during the week with the Group Leaders and with the Personnel Office. Discussion with Group 63, 64, and 67 inconcurred with Personnel Office opinion that there is no current lowering of clip level. A seasonal analysis of Division 6 offers shows '58 considerably better than '56 or '57 at this time of year. Offer acceptance ratio is good. Sixteen acceptances have been received against the ADSID Reserve. The Personnel Office and Division 6 have agreed on WESCON recruiting activity without advertising and by technical representatives only.

6. BOMARC et al

McVicar reported attending a meeting to review a working paper relating to BOMARC and NIKE -- he feels Lincoln should participate in the report in preparation.

McVicar will confer with Brown concerning Lincoln participation.

SIGNED

C. W. Farr

CWF/hcc